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About This Game

Attention shoppers! The sequel to everyone’s favorite sexy scavenger hunt game is here! Can you save a dying mall by making a
pin-up calendar? Explore a dying mall and interact with a quirky cast of character as you once again set out to save the world

with the power of pin-up photography!
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Features

Explore a sprawling, dying mall.

Meet a cast of goofy characters.

10 beautiful pin-up illustrations drawn by the very talented Raf.

Soundtrack consisting of remixed mall muzak.

Minigames galore!

This is a rather short game that will roughly take an hour to complete. Please keep that in mind before you buy.
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Title: Foto Flash 2
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Studio Gamaii
Publisher:
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This is probably one of the best games you can get for 5 bucks. It is honestly just insane how good the game looks, how smooth
the mechanics are, and how much detail there is. The story is fun and makes you constantly wonder what will happen next. The
scares are great, and the atmosphere of the game is just downright creepy. The game took me about 6 hours to complete, and I
had to look up atleast 5 youtube videos to walk me through it. You need to play this game.. Particularly enjoyed this one, I
thought the graphics were decent, with very few glitches. Most impotantly, a good story line. One of the best I've played so far..
I think the Story was better than in the first game,the voice acting also improved,a LOT,it was AWFUL in the first game but
anyway yeah pretty good game overall.

. Alright well, two decades of flat monitor gaming didn't exactly put me in the best shape of my life. This game aims to change
all of that. I got more of a work out in half an hour than I have gotten in possibly years. It's also very smooth and a lot of fun, I
love the theme and loved the Rocky movies growing up so this game is a super win for me!. SO MUCH FUN dont let the hate
comments from making you buy this game. there are some bugs like a delay in shooting but overall it is a lot of fun
. I've only played for a short time, but I can already tell you a few things for sure about this game:

- it's gorgeous

- it's got that delicious pure yomi feel without being a traditional fighter

- nothing is horribly wrong with it, it's well made, it feels good to play

Things I wish were there or were a bit different:

- Online multiplayer would of course be amazing

- I can't actually tell yet if the high scores for the singleplayer mode are online or not. If they are, there are very few other
people playing so far! If they aren't, the choices of default scores are a little odd.

- The menus are really cool, but take a bit too long to navigate sometimes. It's quite a few button presses to get into a match.
This isn't a big deal.

- keyboard controls kinda suck. you probably want to be able to play with a controller. I wish it were a little easier to move
precisely with keyboard.. Great story, the platforming can be difficult if you don't learn from your mistakes. The bosses are
difficult and a good place to learn the controls well as you die repeatably.

Expect to die a ton of times. Some areas seem almost impossible to survive through the first try, but you can keep attacking it an
wearing it down as you become more skilled.

Don't expect an easy game. I am pushing through because I love the story. Also after the about 300th death I think I am getting
the hang of it. I just need to stop standing on traps while looking for where to go next.

Note: there are a few things that could be done to improve the experience a bit, and I am sure they are working on them.. cute
and simple 6\/10. This DLC or ANY DLC pack is nothing but a RIPOFF, period. It 100% DOES NOT GIVE YOU ANY OF
THE ITEMS. It says that both my accounts are linked ( which is a fu(k1ing lie 100%). Then they make you redownload the
game and then the game WILL NOT CONNECT TO SERVER AT ALL (even though they say they are linked, lies). On top of
that because it's a free to play game on Steam they 100% WILL NOT REFUND YOUR MONEY, because you just got
ripoffed. Don't buy this folks, save your money for something that actually works.. The full price is a tad expensive IMO but it
was worth it at 75% off.

Graphics are amateurish, same for sounds, music is not great. But it is a fun little game overall with the small challenges and
quizzes.
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its ok but the cab graphics could be better its a bit blury and hard to see, i have good graphics in the game. Decent game if I was
on mobile, but for PC, seems like just another port trying to get a bit more cash, I got it in a bundle so meh. As far as the game
play goes it lives up to it's own hype. Run around killing, die, resurrect, revive other "players" to help you (they become AI)
rinse and repeat which is fine and all if it wasn't for this constant mixerdotcom/go message that pops up in the middle of your
fights covering up most of your screen and the only way to get rid of it is to press Esc which removes it and brings up the
Continue/Quit menu, which would be fine, except it plays like an online game (probably because it's online only) so it doesn't
pause, I've died countless times because of that which is the ONE single reason I can't recommend this game at all, it's fun to
pass the time, but unplayable at it's current buggy stage, wtf is Mixer that it needs my code. If it wasn't from a bundle I'd be
asking for a refund now.. Excellent game. The gameplay is innovative and exciting but sometimes the constant gunfire can be a
bit too much and it'll have you stuck on a simple problem far too long because you can't dedicate enough brain power for it.

Multi-tasking is fun with a gun in one hand and using the other for solving the puzzle itself. You can use the gun itself to flip
switches and hold buttons down so it's not necessary to drop it to solve the puzzle. This is a HUGE plus and a great game design
choice, helps with the feel of the game. It's not a wave shooter and a puzzle game, it's both combined and it's obvious that the
merge has been performed well.

The wire physics seem to be fairly taxing however. My system, with a GTX 1070 and i5 4690 seem to struggle to keep 90 FPS
in some areas.

All in all, this game is way underpriced for what it's worth. There's lots of room for content and the story itself (haven't finished
yet) seems to be only composed of an outside hacker talking to you through a prompt, however the monologue they send you is
fairly funny at points. They leave to get pizza rather than give you instructions!

Some critiques for the dev:
-Enemies sometimes hang out behind the panel, where you can't shoot them, this is pretty annoying
-Interactions are a bit unclear, such as detaching the wire from the three-digit computer thing. A visible laser or sphere that
shows the interaction zone would help with that.
-When pointing, the finger extends past the open hand pose, this is pretty disorienting at first. I think the whole hand should
close leaving the pointer finger as it is, seems more intuitive that way.
-The pistol's sights would be better if they were more brightly illuminated and in a different colour than the laser. Maybe
green?. Fantastic climax to a superb VR horror experience.

Really has me excited for the future of VR , more episodes please and of the same quality.

Superb work Devs, escapism at its finest really felt like i was there , creepy but interesting locations every chapter.

more please you have my money!!!!

. The game just fails to engage, all the options are bland and uninteresting, from not really feeling like the tech i'm researching
gives me anything, to not really feeling a major difference between this or that district i built, to ground (infantry) and armor
(motorized) units being nearly identical.

Its a 4X game with multiple planets you can explore, that fails to give you that feeling of exploration.
Its a strategy game in which every choice is essentially the same.

I might come back and take a peek at this in a year or so... but for now its very much thumbs down.. Right now it might not be
worth buying but later in the future this game is gonna be great and im not hating this game in anyway but for right now buy it at
your own risk :) i don't think this game deserves a thumbs down. Love the idea, the retro style, the music. Instantly addictive..
Not the highest budget, best looking, or most fun handling racing game ever made, for sure, but fairly enjoyable nonetheless.
Personally I've never been a fan of games that drift by turning sharper, as opposed to using a button, as it feels like you have less
control. However, this game manages to still feel controllable most of the time, despite not feeling as responsive as a game like
Sonic & SEGA All Stars Racing Transformed (which personally has my favorite driving mechanics of any racing game).

I have yet to figure out if there's anything I can do to gain boost meter or if it just refills over time. The boosting doesn't always
feel as fast as I'd like, but it changes handling interestingly and is frequently refilled, which is nice. I also haven't played many
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off-road racing games, so this is a nice change of pace, with lots of bumps and such along the way that can challenge you and
send you flying, which is quite fun. Speaking of, the car models, designed to look off-roady, are a nice change of pace from the
kinds of racing games I usually play. The AI likes to PIT you and force you into obstacles, but trying to return the favor is more
difficult than it seems it should be.

If you're a fan of racing games and don't mind a mediocre-but-competent fun little racing game, Insane 2 isn't a bad choice. I
wouldn't spend more than $5-10 on it.. If you like comedy and Tower defence games then this might be the game for you, it is a
mobile port but don't let that deter you, it's quite challenging and yeah a wee bit buggy here and there but with a couple of
patches that shouldn't be an issue.

7 outta 10 for me
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